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Yo, how do I play?

Well there are 2 different ways to play,
Classic and DIY...

What’s Classic mode?

Classic mode:
Separate the INBOX card deck and the
REPLY card deck. Everyone playing draws
7 REPLY cards. The oldest player starts as
judge. At the beginning of the round, the
judge draws an INBOX card from the top of
the INBOX card deck and reads it out loud.

Then what happens?

Everyone else takes a few moments to
decide which of their 7 REPLY cards pairs
funniest with the IN BOX card in play and
passes it to the judge, facedown. Once the
judge has received a REPLY card from each
player, they shuffle them up and read them
out loud one at a time.

The judge then selects their favorite REPLY
card and the player who played it wins that
round. The winner keeps the winning pair as
a point. Then everyone draws back up to 7
REPLY cards and the player to the judge’s
left becomes the judge for the next round.

Sounds legit. What’s DIY mode?

DIY mode:
Separate the INBOX card deck and the
REPLY card deck. Distribute 4 REPLY cards
and 4 IN BOX cards to each player. Every
round, each player creates their funniest pair
of cards using 1 INBOX card and 1 REPLY
card. They pass their pairs in to the rotating
judge, who picks their favorite pair each
round. That player wins the round and
gets a point. Then everyone draws back up
to 4 of each card after every round.

Great, but how do you win?

Keep playing until you get bored. The player
with the most points wins.
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